INTRODUCTION
In this paper we will further investigate indexed grammars and languages introduced by Aho [1] as an extension of context-free grammars and languages. This family of languages has many properties of the context-free languages and it is interesting to note how many of them can be carried over and which properties are spécifie to the family of indexed languages. Standing between the context-free and the context-sensitive family of languages, the indexed languages have much more in common with the context-free family.
One nice property of context-free languages is the fact that they can be generated by reduced grammars, which implies that each sentential form can produce a terminal word. In the case of indexed grammars there is the difficulty that a dérivation of a terminal word from a variable dépends on an attached index word, which can be arbitrary long. Hence it is important to investigate the structure of index words attached to a variable in various forms of dérivations of an indexed grammar.
In the second section we will investigate the set TERM G (^4), for every variable A. This is the set of all index words y such that A y can produce a terminal word. Furthermore we will investigate the set INDEX G (^4) of all index words appearing in sentential forms attached to the variable A. We will show that for each indexed grammar G these two sets are regular and effectively constructable. We will relate these results to previous results of [9] .
In the following section we will use the regularity of the sets INDEX G (^4) and TERM G (^4) for constructing a reduced form of an indexed grammar. The construction is a special case of the more gênerai concept of "regular look-ahead" in [3] or the similar construction of a predicting machine (see [5] ) or of a grammar transformation for indexed grammars in [8] .
The final section gives a resuit concerning the structure of the variable part of sentential forms obtained by leftmost dérivations of indexed grammars. These sentential forms obviously have a close relation to the pushdown lists of an IPDA (indexed pushdown automaton) introduced in [7] . In the context-free case these sets are regular [4] , but in the indexed case we will show that the corresponding sets are context-free.
INDEX SETS
In this chapter we investigate the set of index words attached to a variable in dérivations of an indexed grammar. In particular we will consider dériva-tions starting from the start symbol of a grammar and dérivations starting from a variable with attached index words leading to a terminal word.
First let us recall the définition of an indexed grammar as given in [2] : DÉFINITION 2.1: An indexed grammar is a 5-tuple G = (N, T, /, P, S) where (1) N, T, I are finite, pairwise disjoint sets; the sets of variables, terminais, and indices respectively; (2) P is a finite set of pairs (Af 9 ®), AeN, fel[j{e} 9 & e (NI* UT)*, the set of productions; (Af, 0) is denoted by Af~+® and e dénotes the empty word; (3) S G N, the start variable. => is the n-fold product, => is the transitive and => is the reflexive, transitive closure of =>.
The language L (G) generated by an indexed grammar
As for context-free grammars it is désirable to have indexed grammars with the property that each sentential form produces a terminal word. In the context-free case the réduction of a grammar yields a grammar with this property. The réduction process consists of two steps: (1) détermination of all variables which produce a terminal word, and (2) détermination of all variables which appear in a sentential form.
In the case of an indexed grammar, we have to consider the following difficulties:
(1) the dérivation of a terminal word from a variable dépends on its attached index word, and (2) in sentential forms variables appear only with certain attached index words.
Hence we have to consider the following two sets of index words: Let TC : Af-^u 1 i.e., there is a dérivation Ay R yf=>w, weT*. This dérivation can be rearranged and then separated in an initial part which uses no indices of yf and a final part, which uses only indices of yf, i. e., we have and hence ^4 e x (y 2 y).
Finally we have and furthermore let R G be the following relation over ƒ* :
forally l5 y 2 el* we have (y l5 y 2 )e^0 iff a(y 1 ) = a(y 2 ).
This is an équivalence relation with finite index, and we will show, that it is a right congruence. Let (y l5 y 2 )eR o and y e/*, and let (A, B)eu(y x y), i.e.,
there is a dérivation A =>© x By x y0 2 with ® ls ® 2 e(NI* U T)*. In a corresponding dérivation tree consider the path from the root A to the leaf By x y. According to the special form of our grammar this path contains a node which is labeled by Cy and the labels of all successor nodes on this path are of the form Dy'y, y'e/*. Hence there are dérivations ^4=>©
vol. 24, n° 1, 1990 and C^>® 5 weP} be the function defmed in the proof of theorem 2.6. Since the emptiness problem for indexed grammars is decidable (see [6] , the proof in [1] is not correct) it is easy to show that x is computable. To this end let y e/* and AeN.
Now it is possible to construct a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) which accepts TERM G (,4)*. Remark: In [9] , given an indexed grammar G = (N, T, /, P, S) and a variable AeN, the notion FLAGS 04) = { î s introduced and it is stated that this set is regular if G contains no e-productions. But actually it is proved that the set INDEX G (y4) is regular. It is possible to show, using proof techniques as in Theorem 3.2 that this set is regular. If we define INDEX£(/l)={Y|Ye/*, S=>vAyw, v, weP} , it can be shown in a similar way that this set is regular too.
It is easy to see that TERM G (^4) = TERM G (^4) /* holds for each grammar G and each variable A, Hence there are regular sets which are not of the form TERM G (y4). On the other hand we obviously have: THEOREM 
2.12: Let I be an alphabet and R^ I* a regular set, There exists an indexed grammar G such that R = INDEX G (yf) = INDEX^ (A) = INDEXÉ (A) holds for a variable A.

REDUCED INDEXED GRAMMARS
A context-free grammar G is called reduced if every variable appears in a dérivation of a terminal word, which is equivalent to (1) each sentential form produces a terminal string, and (2) each variable is reachable from the start symbol. This is the motivation for the following définition: DÉFINITION 
3.1: An indexed grammar G = (N, T, /, P, S) is called sentential form (SF-) reduced, if 5=> © implies © => w, weT*. G is called reduced if it is SF-reduced and if for each AeN there is a dérivation
S^>® 1 Ay® 2i ® u 0 2 6(iV/*ur)*, y El*.
Remark; If G is SF-reduced, we have L(G)^0.
The following theorem shows that each nonempty indexed language can be generated by an SF-reduced indexed grammar. We will use the same idea as in Theorem 2.11 but the construction of the grammar is quite different. Since it is possible to consume an index in a dérivation, we have to save the states of the DFA's before producing this index, therefore we set / = /xZ 1 x ...xZ r Now set G' = (JV, r, f, P', S'\ where F is defmed as follows:
( 
Now we have L(G) = L(G').
Note that G and G' are structural equivalent, /. e., the dérivation trees of terminal words according to G and G' are the same except for the labels at intermediate nodes. Proof: First construct using Theorem 3.2 an equivalent SF-reduced indexed grammar G f = (N', T, F, P', S') for G. For each A'eN construct using Theorem 2.10 a regular grammar for INDEX G ,(^4'). Détermine iV"=={i4'|INDEX G .O4')#0} (note that we have S'eN") and set G" = (N'\ T, ƒ', P", S'\ where F' consists exactly of those production of F which only contain variables from N". It is easy to see that G" is equivalent to G and reduced. D Remark: If G in the above theorem is an e-free indexed grammar, then G" is e-free too.
Remark: In the context-free case, each production of a reduced grammar is applicable in a dérivation of a terminal word. This is not necessarily true for a reduced indexed grammar G = (N, T, /, P, S), because it is possible that a production of the form A f -» B is not applicable in a dérivation of a terminal word. This is equivalent to the fact that no word in INDEX G (v4) begins with/, i, e,, INDEX G (^4) O ƒ 7* = 0. It is obviously possible to test this condition and to eliminate such a production (see also [8] ).
THE STRUCTURE OF SENTENTIAL FORMS OF INDEXED GRAMMARS
It is well known (see [4] ) that the set of strings which can appear on the pushdown list of a PDA is a regular set. In analogy, given a context-free grammar G = (N, T, P, 5), the set {a\S^ua, ueT*, aeN(N\J 7)*U{^}} i is a regular language where => dénotes a leftmost dérivation. A left linear i grammar which générâtes this set can be constructed as follows:
The set of variables of this grammar is TV' = { A' \ A e N } and N U T is the set of terminals. Now consider an arbitrary production Remark; There is a correspondence between indexed grammars and mdexed pushdown automata (IPDA) (see [7] ). It is not diffieult to see that the set of strings appearing on the pushdown list of such automata are context-free.
